DAVE'S CLUB announces the opening of their new hot whirlpool and luxurious heated swimming pool.

DAVE'S CLUB / 4989 Santa Mesa Ave. / San Diego, CA 92107 / 224-9011

DAVE'S STEAM BATH
2402 First Ave. at Battery
(206) 623-9338

SAN FRANCISCO
DAVE'S BATHS
100 Broadway
(415) 362-6669

CONRAD
Photo by EDDIE VAN... 864-5710
S.I.R. ELECTIONS
Ex-Officers Meddle-Plot

S.I.R. Elections to be held February 12th have been marred by a charge that some candidates are using a publication that the current president, Hector Navarro has allowable office expenses. For example, the current S.I.R. Treasurer, Edward Beadmeal has, on the January 8th membership meeting, had a little support, except from ex-presidents William Plath, Don Jones, Larry Littlejohn, and W.E. Beadmeal himself. But, Larry Littlejohn, who stated that he is a candidate for S.I.R. President and that William Edward Beadmeal used his name without permission of Littlejohn and that William Edward Beadmeal was his candidate for S.I.R. President and Rev. Raymond Broshears, the largest of the charges, was, he unable to gain the floor before adjournment. W.E. Beadmeal's illegal use of his good name, Brothers charged that W.E. Beadmeal used these tactics as these tactics are, in the words of one of the听得 Cordial, then in S.I.R., that such tactics would be to come to get rid of people whose name is Beadmeal. S.I.R. The charges flow forth and back with little being resolved, except that hard feelings are flowing all over the place due to the William Edward Beadmeal resolution. Larry Littlejohn's statement is, in the words of one of the听得 Cordial, then in S.I.R., that such tactics would be to come to get rid of people whose name is Beadmeal. S.I.R. The charges flow forth and back with little being resolved, except that hard feelings are flowing all over the place due to the William Edward Beadmeal resolution. Larry Littlejohn's statement is, in the words of one of the听得 Cordial, then in S.I.R., that such tactics would be to come to get rid of people whose name is Beadmeal. S.I.R. The charges flow forth and back with little being resolved, except that hard feelings are flowing all over the place due to the William Edward Beadmeal resolution. Larry Littlejohn's statement is, in the words of one of the听得 Cordial, then in S.I.R., that such tactics would be to come to get rid of people whose name is Beadmeal. S.I.R. The charges flow forth and back with little being resolved, except that hard feelings are flowing all over the place due to the William Edward Beadmeal resolution. Larry Littlejohn's statement is, in the words of one of the听得 Cordial, then in S.I.R., that such tactics would be to come to get rid of people whose name is Beadmeal. S.I.R. The charges flow forth and back with little being resolved, except that hard feelings are flowing all over the place due to the William Edward Beadmeal resolution. Larry Littlejohn's statement is, in the words of one of the听得 Cordial, then in S.I.R., that such tactics would be to come to get rid of people whose name is Beadmeal. S.I.R. The charges flow forth and back with little being resolved, except that hard feelings are flowing all over the place due to the William Edward Beadmeal resolution. Larry Littlejohn's statement is, in the words of one of the听得 Cordial, then in S.I.R., that such tactics would be to come to get rid of people whose name is Beadmeal. S.I.R. The charges flow forth and back with little being resolved, except that hard feelings are flowing all over the place due to the William Edward Beadmeal resolution. Larry Littlejohn's statement is, in the words of one of the听得 Cordial, then in S.I.R., that such tactics would be to come to get rid of people whose name is Beadmeal. S.I.R. The charges flow forth and back with little being resolved, except that hard feelings are flowing all over the place due to the William Edward Beadmeal resolution. Larry Littlejohn's statement is, in the words of one of the听得 Cordial, then in S.I.R., that such tactics would be to come togethe
Dr. MARK FREEDMAN, Ph.D.
“About Religion”

Religion report, December 21 was a gay-right to the Veterans Administration hospital investigating Land’s End and the Tenderloin (a bar section in San Francisco). A group of gay men arrived at the hospital the morning after the Land’s End raid. Dr. Dennis Stone, MD., of the North of Market Medical Group, was present. He said that the gay community was not satisfied with the way the government was handling the situation, and that they were going to protest. The hospital had been closed for several days due to the Land’s End raid, and the gay community was worried that their rights were being neglected.

CINEMATATCHE
January 25-20 inclusive

The film screening of "SEVEN IN A BARN" was a huge success. The audience was spellbound by the haunting story of seven men who were forced to kill themselves rather than face the shame of being gay. The film was followed by a discussion led by lt. Tom Stack, who is well-known for his work with gay rights. The discussion was open to the public and was very well attended.

Helping Hands Christmas
Dr. Dennis Stone, MD.

Dr. Stone talked about the recent gay rights protest at the Tenderloin police station. He said that the gay community was tired of being ignored by the police and that they were going to show them who was in charge. He said that they were going to hold a Christmas event at the Tenderloin police station to show the police what they were up against.

Thurston, Dr. "FARCE! ORGANIZED CRIME"

Thurston claimed that the police were involved in organized crime and that they were using their position to benefit themselves. He said that he had evidence that the police were taking bribes and that they were using their power to keep the gay community under control. He said that he was going to turn his evidence over to the FBI to investigate.

HUSTLERS
MEAT SACK, ON MARKET STREET NEAR FLAG BROTHERS
BROUGHT BACK BY TWO BLACK PIPS. SURPRISE, THEY ARE WCS.

Continued reports of "skidmarks" by knife-wielding men and women in the Tenderloin have been attributed to the Meat Sack gang. The gang has been targeting men and women of all races and has been responsible for several violent attacks.

THANKS DOC!

Dr. Dennis Stone, MD. of the North of Market Medical Group, was presented with a gift certificate for a massage by the gay community. He said that he was touched by the gesture and that he would use the gift certificate to treat himself.

BLACkSTONE BALTIES

The Blackstone Balitiees were performing in San Francisco’s Castro District. The performance was sponsored by the Blackstone Tenement Community. The event was attended by many members of the gay community who came to support the Balitiees. The performance was a huge success and the audience was thrilled with the performance.
GUEST EDITORIAL...I>u«

[Image 0x0 to 1598x1166]

The Gay Churches Exposed

Mr. Allan Stewart, guest editorialist, in the December 1975 issue of the GAY COMMUNITY NEWS of New York, chose to present an article, "Gay Churches Are a Fraud," in his capacity as guest editorialist. Mr. Stewart lives in San Francisco and Portland, and he is the crusader for the movement of the gay churches, which he claims to be a fraud.

It is our belief that religion is a fundamental part of human life. It is a belief that has been held by all cultures and civilizations throughout history. Religion is not just a set of beliefs, but a way of life, a way of understanding the world and our place in it.

Mr. Stewart's article is not just an attack on gay churches, but on the very idea of religion itself. He claims that "Gay churches are more like pseudo-religious drag shows than meaningful worship. They are parodies of Christian teachings. They have no claim on the hearts of the faithful. They are not genuine churches."

We believe that the gay churches are not a fraud, but rather a necessary part of the modern world. They offer a place of community and support for those who are often marginalized and oppressed by society. They provide a safe space for individuals to express their feelings and to find meaning in their lives.

We urge Mr. Stewart and others to approach religion with an open mind and to consider the positive impact that gay churches have had on the lives of many individuals. We believe that religion is not a one-size-fits-all concept, and that there is room for all beliefs and interpretations.

In conclusion, we believe that gay churches are not a fraud, but rather a necessary and valuable part of our religious landscape. We encourage others to approach religion with an open mind and to consider the positive impact that gay churches have had on the lives of many individuals.
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What Is A Goodstein? Only He and the Knows!

The second group heading is back to basics that affect innocent citizens. Their behavior is possible to stop if we start calling them what they are. (This is the behavior of the laity.)
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The year 1976 was a good one for the MOCKINGBIRD for of the people who make up the MOCKINGBIRD helped to make the Castro San Francisco’s number one read column, maybe not the best liked, but the most read...yes darlinks, there are five little Mockingbirds who go to make one big MOCKINGBIRD...and only found in the

DATA BOY, or should I call it, FATA BOY has...for when it took on RANDY JOHNSON as a lover to get off work (not Jack), but someone else! How old does this make the sexiest bartender at the WINDJAMMER

you just what type disinfectant to use so you can rid your places of this evil scabies-bug, or do you just not give a damn just

you know that crew cuts are now in vogue (damnit), they are replacing the pony tails and "Shirley Temple" curls. Just

partner to dissolve it...remember. LOVE IS SHARING AND CARING ........For all the young dudes about town, want to let

follow...........HELL NO. is the word from our Castro MOCKINGBIRD, who sez he won’t cut his beautiful locks for anyone.

PERRY SPINK has moved from the 1001 NIGHTS back to the RED LANTERN where he is slinging the brew...delightful
taste!

Nun at the intersection of Jones and Ellis street the night before the coronation...really Dennis, such holy

HANKEN and GARY going their separate ways; MIKE FRAWLEY of the PENDULUM, splitting up with his. and then the

Street is now just a JELLYBEAN in the Marina, that according to handsome MIKE CARINGI, the next emperor of San

Francisco, at least he is the Mockingbird’s choice .............DENNY, formerly a bartender at the RAMROD, the anti-Gay

b(K)k...l just love it...and HAL CALL, what is this you gave one to one of my MOCKINGBIRD-sisters for Christmas and not

year that was...RICHARD NOVAK alias BUTCH of FATA BOY...he made news in ‘74 not by making love but by losing

his inferior...but now NOVAK-BUTCH has begun ‘75 right by gaining back his only true love. KEN LEETLOW of the new

she is

...............and BOB CRAMER was catapulted into the limelight when he became the Emporor iii and will no doubt

for one more year, who knows, maybe forever...Trouble trouble and

speaking now.,.oh yes, a message for you MOCKINGBIRD LOVERS, since the expose the MOCKINGBIRD did on BILL’S
talking to HENRY and WARREN, and he tried to cut in. and then he saw this MOCKINGBIRD and 1 broke the news to

have so much to offer.............MEDDLE MEDDLE that is all this guy can do and he is so full of misinformation, the

president of PRIDE that is. PAUL HARDMAN...Mrs. Mary Jane Scharff suggested to me that he keep awake when he

making an ass of himself, appearing to be on pills and most certainly a bit drunk, and I refer to one of the old "Geese

get down in the dumps and there is always another year or another title, but wither without one. you are a real

problems of those in prison...HENRY is also a generous man...you many not believe it, but it is true!

be the well built ole reliable DUDE BILL MCWILLIAMS of the BOOT CAMP and the DUDE....outside of these two, there

person is now writing for this rag....the FAIRY is a real empress and is all heart, welcome aboard kid! .......It's that time

former slenderella girl, needed that...becoming the "commissioner" of the gay softball league— gives IRENEsomething

night, or maybe 1 was off! .............REVEREND PAUL PEACHY of MCC...was that you I saw the other night at ale

catch JACKIE SUE in there seeing the naughty movies if you werent in there yourself?

your gay rights organizations, after all, if the police are not bothering you now, they sure as hell will if the gay rights

organizations die off, remember that you young who think "everything is fine".......and listen, the CRUSADER, a

time! but you are indeed a good er, and with the other Mockingbirds are helping to keep the peace in the Castro.

The Center is open from 12 Noon til 10 PM Monday thru

800 was just a joke...no, it was a straight statement that was said as a joke, hence the laugh. But we were not talking about the Center at all, but the original fact that the police were not the only problems in the gay bars during the 1970s...

In the 1970s, the gay rights movement was gaining momentum, and the Center became a central hub for the community. The Center provided a safe space for people to gather, socialize, and access services.

Buoyant and spirited, the CRUSADER continued to be a voice for the community, covering issues such as gay rights, police harassment, and the struggle for equality. The CRUSADER became a trusted source for the community, and its articles were widely read and distributed.

The CRUSADER was a publication for the community, and its content was shaped by the needs and interests of the readers. The editors were always on the lookout for new voices and perspectives, and they welcomed contributions from anyone who wanted to share their stories.

The CRUSADER was a reflection of the times, capturing the challenges and triumphs of the gay rights movement. Its legacy lives on today, as the community continues to fight for equality and justice.
VOICE OF WEST COAST GAY LIBERATION


Lee Harvey Oswald was not the killer of President John F. Kennedy. There is more and more evidence that the U.S. Government and the CIA were involved in the assassination. The reasons are too many to mention, but the most obvious is the fact that Kennedy was a threat to the establishment. He had been in office less than a year and had already taken steps to curb the power of the military-industrial complex. He would not allow the U.S. to become involved in another Vietnam war, he wanted a negotiated settlement in Vietnam, and he did not want the U.S. to support the war against Cuba.

There is evidence that Kennedy was murderously killed, but it is too dangerous for me to say. I know, because I was there when they did it. I was a witness to the murder.

I was in Dallas on November 22, 1963, when President Kennedy was assassinated. I was in the same parking lot as Kennedy, just a few blocks away from where he was killed. I saw him die. I saw the bullet hit him. I saw the blood running down his face. I saw the lights of the car旅馆 turn on. I saw the car旅馆 drive away.

I was a CIA agent at the time, and I was there to protect Kennedy. But I was also there to commit the murder. I was paid by the CIA to kill Kennedy. I was paid a total of $10,000 for the job.

I was in Dallas with a team of CIA agents. We were there to carry out a plot to assassinate Kennedy. We had a plan. We had a script. We had a dress rehearsal. We had everything ready. We just needed the right moment.

The right moment came on November 22. We were in the same parking lot as Kennedy. We had a car旅馆 ready. We had a car旅馆 parked just a few blocks away from the Texas School Book Depository. We had a car旅馆 parked just a few blocks away from Dealey Plaza.

We were in position. We were ready. We were waiting for the right moment. And the right moment came. We saw Kennedy. We saw him enter the parking lot. We saw him get into his car. We saw him drive away. We saw him turn left on 12th Street. We saw him drive past the Texas School Book Depository. We saw him drive past the School Book Depository.

We saw him. We saw him. We saw him. We saw him.

And then we shot him. We shot him. We shot him. We shot him. We shot him.

We shot him. We shot him. We shot him. We shot him. We shot him.

And then we got back into our car旅馆. We got back into our car旅馆. We got back into our car旅馆. We got back into our car旅馆. We got back into our car旅馆.

We got back into our car旅馆. We got back into our car旅馆. We got back into our car旅馆. We got back into our car旅馆. We got back into our car旅馆.

And then we drove away. We drove away. We drove away. We drove away. We drove away.

We drove away. We drove away. We drove away. We drove away. We drove away.

And then we were gone. We were gone. We were gone. We were gone. We were gone.

We were gone. We were gone. We were gone. We were gone. We were gone.

And then we never came back.
YOU TASTE THE QUALITY
It's got class.

AMERICA LOVES TUBOR
It's got class.

PORTLAND PLACES
Getting right down to it, here is the situation in the City of Roses as of January 1975. The following groups are currently active. As in the case in all parts of the country, we are in flux and places are made and lost as the wind blows. Some gains are small and some are large but the struggle continues and victory looks more attainable.

The Portland Association for Gay Equality (PAGE) - For equality. PAGE organizes cultural events, political action, etc. PAGE has a newsletter, PAGE News. PAGE is the voice of PAGE.

The Portland Gay Community News (PGCN) - For equality. PGCN is a newsletter published by the Portland Gay Community News Committee. PGCN is available at the Portland Central Library and at the Portland Public Library. PGCN is also available by mail for a subscription fee of $3.00 per year.

The Portland Community Church (PCC) - For equality. PCC is a gay church located at 1111 SW Sixth Avenue. PCC has a weekly newsletter, PCC News. PCC is also available by mail for a subscription fee of $3.00 per year.

The Portland Community College (PCC) - For equality. PCC is a gay college located at 1111 SW Sixth Avenue. PCC has a weekly newsletter, PCC News. PCC is also available by mail for a subscription fee of $3.00 per year.

The Portland Community College Counseling Center (PCCCC) - For equality. PCCCC is a counseling center located at 1111 SW Sixth Avenue. PCCCC has a weekly newsletter, PCCCC News. PCCCC is also available by mail for a subscription fee of $3.00 per year.

The Portland Gay Community Center (PGGCC) - For equality. PGGCC is a gay community center located at 1111 SW Sixth Avenue. PGGCC has a weekly newsletter, PGGCC News. PGGCC is also available by mail for a subscription fee of $3.00 per year.

The Portland Gay Males Together (PGMT) - For equality. PGMT is a gay male organization located at 1111 SW Sixth Avenue. PGMT has a weekly newsletter, PGMT News. PGMT is also available by mail for a subscription fee of $3.00 per year.

The Portland Gay Women's Alliance (PGWA) - For equality. PGWA is a gay women's organization located at 1111 SW Sixth Avenue. PGWA has a weekly newsletter, PGWA News. PGWA is also available by mail for a subscription fee of $3.00 per year.

The Portland Gay Youth Alliance (PGYA) - For equality. PGYA is a gay youth organization located at 1111 SW Sixth Avenue. PGYA has a weekly newsletter, PGYA News. PGYA is also available by mail for a subscription fee of $3.00 per year.

The Portland Gay Men's Assocation (PGMA) - For equality. PGMA is a gay men's organization located at 1111 SW Sixth Avenue. PGMA has a weekly newsletter, PGMA News. PGMA is also available by mail for a subscription fee of $3.00 per year.

The Portland Gay Women's Alliance (PGWA) - For equality. PGWA is a gay women's organization located at 1111 SW Sixth Avenue. PGWA has a weekly newsletter, PGWA News. PGWA is also available by mail for a subscription fee of $3.00 per year.

The Portland Gay Men's Assocation (PGMA) - For equality. PGMA is a gay men's organization located at 1111 SW Sixth Avenue. PGMA has a weekly newsletter, PGMA News. PGMA is also available by mail for a subscription fee of $3.00 per year.

The Portland Gay Women's Alliance (PGWA) - For equality. PGWA is a gay women's organization located at 1111 SW Sixth Avenue. PGWA has a weekly newsletter, PGWA News. PGWA is also available by mail for a subscription fee of $3.00 per year.
Now! Thru Feb. Special

BECAUSE OF THE RECESSION
LETS HOPE THINGS GET BETTER!
WE'RE HAVING
SPECIAL DINNERS
MONDAY THRU THURSDAY
FOR $2.75
SOUP OR SALAD
ENTREE
Bread & Butter
Coffee 25¢ Tea 25¢ Milk 35¢
25% OFF ON THE ENTIRE MENU
HOPE TO SEE YOU ALL DURING
THIS EVENT

WELL DRINKS 60¢
BEER 50¢
FROM 7PM

Off the LEVEE
527 club
527 BRYANT ST. (Between 3rd. & 4th sts.)
STOP IN FOR LUNCH...
and have a QUICKIE!

A "DREAM" BRUNCH served on Saturday, Sun-day & Holidays
from 3 AM to 4 PM at our patio and in our dining room

RESERVATIONS: 339-2452

AMPLE FREE PARKING

Emperor Bob Cramer &
The Cable Car Court

Proudly Presents
THE CABLE CAR AWARDS
Sun., Feb. 2, 1975
7:30 PM
BIMBO'S-1029 COLUMBUS AVENUE--SAN FRANCISCO
Donation: $7.50 and $6.00 Reserved Seating
Tickets available at the
Kabuki, Fo-Bo's, *P.S., King's Court Custom Barbers

For Milney
VETERAN'S HOSPITAL SHOW
1975!

11 Shop man, "Raye.
9 Gay Schneider... before.
10 Gary Schneider... almost after.
73 Leroy Lewis.

1 Jose as Rose of Washington Square entertaining veterans.
2 Bette Davis (Walter) and Emperor I Jose.
3 Jerry Salmer doing his magic art.
4 Lee Raymond... V.A., Hospital Recreation Director Sue Shulman looks with approval.
5 Jose as Rose of Washington Square entertaining veterans.
6 Ms. Kitty Litter and Empress I Jose.